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Introduction. -Human behaviors are naturally heterogeneous in terms of temporal intervals [1] , spatial mobility [2] and social connections [3] . Understanding such diverse behaviors is crucial to model and predict organizational and dynamical characteristics of large-scale humanactivated systems. Empirical observations have revealed the burstiness, heavy tails, regularity, periodicity and predictability of human behaviors [1, [4] [5] [6] , and a collection of theoretical models [1, 2, 7, 8] has been proposed to explain the mechanisms underlying these features, with further applications to simulate and predict human behaviors in a wide range of scenarios [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Diversity is a ubiquitous phenomenon in human social systems [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and manifested in many aspects of human mobility. People with different backgrounds and demographics show far different mobility patterns [22, 23] . The heavy-tailed distributions of displacement distance and radius of gyration suggest the diversity of travelling patterns [2, 4] . Various motif structures of mobility patterns reveal the diversity of travel sequences in daily movements [24] . People also show various motivations or preferences of behavior, such as exploring new locations or returning to visited locations when choosing a destination [8, 25] . Researchers have been trying to find universal laws of diversities [2, 4, 26] and the correlation between mobility diversity and economic phenomenon [27, 28] , while for now it remains challenging to analyze, predict and simulate human behaviors due to the nature of high diversity of such behaviors, especially at the individual level.
To overcome this difficulty, scientists have tried to make use of associated behaviors and social relationships to analyze mobility behavior. In the past, there were not adequate data to bridge the studies on human mobility and social relationships. Fortunately, the recent availability of fusion data combining online social network structure and offline spatio-temporal mobility trajectories provides the opportunity to investigate how human mobility is associated by social relations. Such data include Call Detail Records [29] and Location Based Social Networks [30] , such as Twitter [31] , Gowalla [32] and Jiepang [33] . Previous studies have revealed that human mobility is strongly influenced by social relationships [34] [35] [36] . Therefore, the
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use of social relationships can significantly improve the accuracy of location prediction [32] . Besides, the mobility similarity between individuals is correlated with social proximity, revealing the coupling relations between human behaviors in online and offline spaces [37] . However, there is still not sufficient knowledge about the correlation of diversity of human behaviors in different spaces. Is the diversity of individuals' online and offline behavior related? Do those who have a variety of friends on social network also visit various places? Is the diversity similar or different between friends?
This study aims to answer these questions by investigating Location Based Social Networks data. When people use such services, they check in at locations in the physical space through mobile devices and share their experience with online friends. Utilizing their check-in trajectories and friendship information, this paper focuses on the correlation between diversity of individuals' online social connections and offline spatial mobility, as well as its relationship with topological distance. The results show that the diversity of individual social connection and spatial mobility is positively correlated. The diversity of behavior is also positively correlated between indirect friends, with correlation strength decaying with topological distance.
Diversity. -Diversity measures how an individual's behaviors, categorized into labels, differ from each other. For example, a person having lunch at the same bistro every day shows a low diversity, while a person with a high diversity never repeats [38] . In the scope of this study, we consider two types of behaviors: friending and visit, in online and offline spaces, respectively. In each space, we measure diversity of an individual's behaviors in two aspects, namely variety and balance, borrowed from the semantic interpretation of diversity [39] among a couple of definitions.
Variety measures the number of labels (i.e., different behaviors) of an individual, for example, the total number of unique restaurants a person has ever visited, which is obviously a non-negative integer. Specifically, we measure an individual's online variety as k i ,t h enumber of friends in online space, and offline variety as l i ,t h enumber of locations v i s i t e di no ffl i n es p a c e .
Balance measures the uniformity of an individual's behaviors, for example, whether she/he regularly rotates among a couple of restaurants, or prefers a certain restaurant in most cases. Technically, we consider that the behaviors of every individual follow a probability distribution over online degree space or offline frequency space. If an individual has friends with various degrees, or visits different locations with similar frequencies, she/he is the most diverse. Among various measurements of diversity [40] [41] [42] , we use Shannon entropy to formally describe an individual's balance diversity as follows:
which sums over all unique values of degree k j among the individual's friends N (i), and p(k) is the non-zero fraction of the individual's friends with degree k. Considering the large space of possible values k j could take (usually varying from several to hundreds), it is less likely that two friends collide with the same degree, and, therefore, any possible value of friend degree gets an even probability, making balance diversity a trivial inverse of variety diversity. For example, say both users A and B have 5 friends, whose degrees are [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and [1, 10, 20, 30, 40] , respectively. Equation (1) gives H A = H B =2 .322, while user A is believed intuitively to be less diverse because his friends have similar degrees. To avoid the loss of such information, we coarse-grain k j into larger bins to merge friends with similar degree: We replace k j with k j = ⌊k j /5⌋,a n dr e w r i t ee q .( 1 )a sa5 -binning version [43] :
which sums over all unique values of coarse-grained degree k j among an individual's friends. (2) in the online and offline spaces gives our final definitions of topological diversity (TD )a n dspatial diversity (SD), i.e., the Shannon entropy within friend degrees and location frequencies, respectively,
where n i,d represents the times users i visits location d, and
measures the fraction of times she/he visits location d among all her/his locations D(i). Both TD and SD are normalized to break the autocorrelation between variety and balance: an individual with a larger number of friends will automatically have a higher entropy [27] . After normalization, TD /SD of individuals with different size of N (i)a n dD(i) are fairly comparable.
Both topological and spatial diversity are based on Shannon entropy and range within [0, 1]. The diversity equals 0 when all her/his friends share the same degree, or all her/his visits go to a single destination. Similarly, the diversity goes to 1 when all her/his friends have different degrees even after binning, or her/his visits are evenly distributed over locations.
The heterogeneous nature of the network structure brought by the power-law degree distribution (see fig. 1(a) ) produces an inherent autocorrelation between k
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Coupling diversity across human behavior spaces and TD since the statistics of high-degree nodes will bring bias to the observation of correlation [44] . Therefore, we leverage the null model technique [45, 46] to generate reference networks without bias. A network null model is obtained by randomly rewiring the edges throughout the whole original network, meanwhile it ensures the invariance of the degree of each node. Starting from the original network, we switch two randomly selected edges, namely, unlink (A, B) and (C, D) and then link (A, C) and (B, D), on the premise that (A, C) and (B, D) are not connected. After repeating such operation 10 times the number of edges in a real network, a null network is obtained without changing the degree sequence of the original network. A total of 50 equivalent null models are generated to reduce random errors. We calculate TD of every node on each rewired network and then use Φ to represent the ratio between the diversity value in real network and null models as
Φ > 1 means that a user's real diversity is higher than its random expectation, and vice versa.
Data description. -The dataset used in this study is collected from a worldwide Location Based Social Networks application, Gowalla. There are nearly 200000 users contributing over 6 million check-in records. The dataset contains the information of social relations and mobility records of each user, including the latitude, longitude and time of each check-in. More detailed descriptions can be seen in [32] and the raw data can be downloaded from SNAP website 1 . As a pre-process, we clean the data by 1) merging two check-in records if their interval time is less than 30 minutes, and two locations within a 500 m × 500 m area, to remove duplicate check-ins, and 2) filtering out inactive users with less than 10 friends or 5 check-in locations to avoid unreliable statistics on incomplete observations. After that, 26647 users are remaining with 2698029 check-in records from February 2009 to October 2010, forming an undirected network with 254823 edges. The details about the sampling method for active users and the cleaned data are available at the webpage given in footnote 2 .
Results. -Firstly, the probability distributions of the diversity metrics defined above are illustrated in fig. 1 . The two variety metrics, shown in the upper panels (i.e., the number of friends and locations), follow power-law distributions, indicating that most users have only a small number of friends and visit a small number of places, while there are a few users who have many friends and have visited lots of places. The two balance metrics, shown in the lower panel (i.e., the topological and spatial diversity) obey right-skewed distributions with mean value deviating from a standard normal distribution to the right. Such dis-1 https://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-gowalla.html. tributions imply that most users have friends dissimilar in degrees on social networks and most users unevenly visit places in spatial mobility, namely a large variety of online or offline behavior patterns. While a few users have relatively simple social network structure and mobility pattern. In a word, heterogeneity can be observed through all diversity metrics.
Next, we observe how an individual's multiple diversity metrics correlate, referred to as self-correlation thereinafter. We first inspect the correlation within a single space, starting by analyzing the correlation between two online diversity metrics, i.e., the number of friends k and the topological diversity TD. In fig. 2(a) , the horizontal and vertical axes represent degree k and ratio Φ(TD), respectively. A positive correlation between the number of friends and topological diversity is observed after ruling out the autorelation due to the degree of a node. That is to say, popular individuals usually have diverse friends, and vice versa. Moreover, we also find that topological diversity is greater than 1 when an individual has more than 40 friends, namely, the diversity of large-degree users is higher than the randomized value while that of small-degree individuals is lower than the randomized value. This indicates that the large-degree individuals are more willing to make various friends than small-degree individuals.
For offline diversity metrics, i.e., the number of locations l and spatial diversity SD, we also utilize the null model technique to remove the bias brought by the inhomogeneity of visiting patterns (see fig. 1(b) ). Specifically, we randomly assign an individual's total check-ins to his/her visited locations, ensuring that each location has been visited at least once and the total number of visits remains unchanged. For example, the visiting pattern of an individual with 100 check-ins at 5 locations, say [20, 30, 15, 15, 20] , may be shuffled to [37, 31, 14, 5, 13] or The correlation between the number of locations l and spatial diversity SD.T h ey-axis represents the ratio of diversity value between real and null trajectories.
[63, 10, 22, 1, 4] . Then SD is recalculated for each randomized sequence. 50 experiments are performed to reduce the statistical errors. Similar to the previous analysis on TD, two groups of results of the correlation between l and SD are obtained, which are based on the real and randomized mobility trajectories, respectively. We use Φ(SD), which is similar to eq. (5) to represent the ratio between them and show the results in fig. 2(b) . The monotonically increasing curve implies positive correlation between l and SD. That is to say, actively moving individuals show more diverging preference over locations. People who have visited more locations show more homogeneous visiting patterns. Furthermore, most part of the curve is higher than 1, indicating that the diversity of real human mobility behavior is higher than the randomized case.
Considering that the number of friends and locations monotonically increases with time, fig. 2 can be interpreted as the fact that both social and spatial diversities grow over time. In other words, people's behaviors become more and more diverse. When people use a social network service or live in a place for a long time, they tend to make more diverse friends or visit more different places, which brings a higher diversity. Figure 3 reports the self-correlation between diversity metrics in different spaces. Both panels illustrate clearly a consistent positive correlation between online and offline diversity, although with different growing patterns. That is to say, those users who have more friends in online space tend to visit more places in offline space, and those who have more diverse visiting patterns in spatial mobility tend to have more diverse neighborhood structures on social networks. Such a universal pattern indicates the in-depth consistency of people's online and offline behavior.
On the basis of understanding the self-correlation between different diversity metrics, we then inspect the correlation of diversity metrics between neighbors, referred to as social correlation. Since it is known from previous analysis that the heterogeneous network structure will bias the statistic, the user-friend pairs are sampled without overlapping to avoid auto-coupling. Specifically, we use the sampling without replacement method to pick out the pairs to ensure that every individual appears in the sample only once to avoid the influence from the hub nodes. In the sampling process, once an edge is chosen, the two individuals connected by it as well as all the edges attached to them are removed from the sample pool. Fifty parallel experiments are performed to reduce the statistical errors and only 63080 edges on average are sampled in each experiment. We observe the correlation of a diversity metric between neighbors, and then average it over 50 experiments. The results are shown in fig. 4 . The four curves all show positive correlations, indicating an assortative mixing pattern between individuals and their friends regardless of the diversity metrics. This tells that it is common to
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Coupling diversity across human behavior spaces observe friends with similar behavior patterns, in terms of making diverse friends or visiting different locations. This similarity is consistent with the homophily phenomenon observed in sociological studies [47] [48] [49] [50] .
Upon the positive social correlation between diversity metrics, we extend the interest to a more generalized form: How does an individual's behavior correlate with his/her friend's friend, and even further? We measure the topological distance between an individual and an indirect friend with the length of the shortest path between them on a social network, denoted as hop. We use the Pearson correlation coefficient r to quantify the correlation between diversity metrics of two individuals with different topological distance from 1 to 6. The logarithm form of diversity metrics is used to calculate Pearson's r. As shown in fig. 5 , the average r for various diversity metrics consistently illustrate that direct neighbors have the strongest correlation, and increased topological distance weakens the correlation. When the distance reaches 3 hops, only the correlation of topological diversity is greater than 0.1. When it goes to 4 and beyond, all correlation coefficients converge to 0. That is to say, the correlation of behavior between individuals is persistent within 3 hops. This phenomenon also confirms the "three degrees of influence" theory in the realm of social network [51] [52] [53] . Furthermore, it is noticeable that the points of online diversity (squares and up-triangles) are significantly higher than those of offline diversity (circles and down-triangles) when the topological distance is 1. This means that the online connection between friends is much higher than offline connection, indicating that people are more likely to cluster on social networks while less synchronized when traveling in real life. Discussions. -The popularity of the mobile Internet applications provides opportunities for the study on the coupling of people's online and offline behaviors. By analyzing data of Location Based Social Networks, this study investigated the correlation between diversity of people's online social network and offline mobility pattern as well as its spread on topology. The comprehensive experiments demonstrate a universal positive and metric-independent correlation between the diversity of human behaviors, which exists not only between online and offline behavior of an individual, but also between neighboring individuals. Specifically, people with many friends have a greater chance to visit a large number of places, and those who have diverse visiting pattern also have diverse online social network structure. The positive correlation between connected individuals implies that the social network is assortatively constructed. Such a positive correlation decays with the topological distance between individuals, and will disappear after 3 hops.
Our study provides a clear picture of the relationship between human behaviors in different spaces in the perspective of diversity. The coupling between behaviors could reduce the complexity of the associated system, further reduce the dimension of features when analyzing online and offline behaviors. Besides, if an offline co-occurrence network, which is obtained by connecting those people who appear in the same place at the same time, is coupled with the online social network, the so-called multiplex networks [54] could be used to analyze the characters of some dynamical processes, such as spreading [55] . Furthermore, our methodology for analyzing correlation could also be used for other researches on human behaviors. It should be noted that both the normalization and null model are designed to eliminate autocorrelation when analyzing diversity measurements. Such autocorrelation in selfcorrelation analysis (see figs. 2 and 3) can be eliminated by either method, but that in social correlation analysis (see figs. 4 and 5) can only be eliminated by normalization. Therefore, we keep both of the two methods.
Finally, diversity can be understood from the perspective of predictability as entropy is negatively associated with predictability [6, 15] . Specifically, a user's high topological diversity means that the degrees of his friends are widely distributed, so it is difficult to guess whether a friend is of a high or a low degree. Similarly, a high spatial diversity indicates that the user evenly visits various locations, leading to the difficulty to guess the next location she/he will visit. Thus, we hope that this study could give insights into the predictability of human behaviors, especially the location prediction with the help of social relations. * * * 
